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                              Friday morning
Dear Sister – “a great presure of buisness” has prevented me
from not writing you any sooner. My part, the subject
of which is, the effects of the late struggles in South Ame-
rica & Greece on Literature & Liberty  occupies all the
time I can find exclusive of that devoted to the usual
duties of college.
               Should any of our family attend commenc
ment, and I hope some of them will – it will be  necessary
for me to know how many, before the senior vacation. For
our class is so large that all the good boarding
houses will be engaged early –
      I think now I shall spend all or a part of my senior
vacation here. I have accepted an oration before the
class to be delivered the morning after commencement. Henry
Longfellow is to deliver a poem at the same time. The
occasion will be so interesting – and the number of the
outsiders so large that I think it my duty to make every
exertion in my power to produce something worthy of both.
Besides there is a fair prospect of the government giving me
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an invitation to spend a week with them to pay for the one
I spent at Boston ––– I suppose you are quite busy at home
as it haying time. This weather is well suited for that purpose
but not very well adapted to study. My room is warm and uncom
fortable, and the heat has been so oppressive for these some days past as
to preclude everything like close and continued application ––
Even at this moment it is nearly 80 degrees though so early as
 9 o clock – the thermometer her stood as high a 100 twice this
week.
          I wish some of you would write me soon. I feel an
[erased]ious to know how your limb is doing and wether Dr
Smiths prophecy is like to be fulfilled
             As soon as my part is done I intend to write father a long
letter upon my the course  I wish to persue after commencement
   Give my love to all our family mother & father in
particular  - From your affectionate brother
                                      GeorgW Pierce
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